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Algemeen 

Inhoud van de cursus (alleen in het Engels beschikbaar) 

European economic integration has been an amazing process of deepening (of scope), widening and enlargement (of 
membership) during a period that just about took only fifty years - yet will continue for some time to come. It has involved as it will 
remain to do, economic policy makers, regulators, businesses, and various interest groups. The study of economic integration 
touches upon a range of specialisations in economics, such as public economics, international economics - in terms of 
macroeconomics as well as in terms of trade and investment at the level of firms and industries-industrial, regional and 
agricultural economics, and more recently, international finance and capital markets. The course's focus among these diverse 
specialisations has been determined partly in order to find the right balance between generalisation and specialisation and partly 
so as to minimise overlap with other courses. More specifically, the 13 sessions will focus on the economic aspects of the treaties 
that have directed integration, on the economics of product as well as services market integration, on competition policy, trade 
policy, industrial policy and monetary policy. Finally, the course will devote some attention to the question of further enlargement, 
particularly towards Eastern Europe. 

Bijzonderheden (alleen in het Engels beschikbaar) 

The replacing Bachelor course is Economics of the European Union in Semester 1 of the second year.  

Verplichte literatuur 

1. Richard Baldwin and Charles Wyplosz, The Economics of the European Integration, McGraw-Hill, Second Edition, ISBN 0-
077-103947.  

Vereiste voorkennis 

Course in International Economics 

Verplicht voor 

� BSc International Economics and Finance (2002), (2003), (2004), (2005), (2006)  
� International Economics and Finance (1999), (2000), (2001)  
� Pre-master Economics track: Competition and regulation (2005), (2006)  
� Pre-master International Economics and Finance (2005), (2006) 

Voertaal Engels

Werkvorm: 4 hours interactive lecture weekly (Collegerooster)

Tentamenvorm: written (individual exam) (Tentamenrooster)

Niveau: Bachelor

Studielast: 6 ECTS credits

Inschrijving: via Black board

Blackboard informatie Link Blackboard (Als u de melding: 'Acces denied' krijgt, het scherm refreshen en in Blackboard inloggen)
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